The CATS® Tonometer Prism is designed to
establish a new standard in reliable Goldmann IOP
measurement accuracy by addressing key corneal
biometrics including Center Cornea Thickness
(CCT), Corneal Hysteresis (CH), Corneal Curvature
and Tear Film which affect 50% of the population.
Accurate IOP measurements provide eye care
clinicians with a key metric in the diagnosis and
treatment of glaucoma and other serious ocular
conditions.
Our technology provides better information and
instills confidence in the IOP measurements used
to assess and protect your patient’s sight.

How often do you ponder these questions
(do these questions trouble you)?
“Does my patient have glaucoma?”
“Is the pressure low enough?”
Available in both reusable and disposable options,
the FDA cleared and patented CATS® Tonometer
Prism is designed to deliver improved accuracy
for a majority of the population. The CATS® Prism
will seamlessly integrate into a clinician’s practice
with no additional cost and no new training…while
significantly streamlining patient care.

The CATS® Tonometer Prism’s advanced technology coupled with its improved ergonomic function and aesthetic
appeal provides complete clinical ease of use. We believe the CATS® Tonometer Prism will quickly supplant traditional
prisms to become the new standard of care for IOP measurement for all eye care clinicians (ophthalmology and
optometry) and all patient populations.

What Others are saying about the CATS® Prism

“The CATS® Tonometer Prism is designed to provide

“The CATS® Tonometer Prism is designed to deliver

more accurate IOP assessment, sparing patients and

more accurate IOPs, because it compensates for

clinicians from the damaging consequences of over

corneal biomechanics.”

and under estimation of IOP.”

- John Berdahl, MD

- Nathan Radcliffe, MD

Available in Reusable and Disposable, Single-Use options:

Reusable

Disposable, Single-Use (100 prisms/box)

Item number: CATS-R

Item Number: CATS-D

Ergonomic design for exceptional ease of use.

Featuring Snap-Fit™ System for one-handed

Designed for improved accuracy.

attachment and disposition of tonometer tips.

Fits all Goldmann and Perkins tonometers.

Ergonomic Design for exceptional ease of use.
Designed for improved accuracy.
Fits all Goldmann and Perkins tonometers.
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